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We report a detailed experimental and theoretical investigation of the large Knight shifts of Pb' ' in

N- and P-type PbSe and PbTe at low temperature. The nuclear-resonance experiments are performed

on bulk single crystals using the technique of helicon-spin interaction. We give the first quantitative

account of the Knight shift of Pb' ' due to s-like holes, and we determine a value of the hyperfine

coupling constant that confirms the validity of augmented-plane-wave calculations for the lead salts. The

large shift created by the p-like conduction electrons is shown to be due to the large orbital and

dipolar hyperfine fields arising from p, &, states. In presence of spin-orbit interaction, the dipolar field

(which previous studies, invoking cubic symmetry, ignored) cannot be neglected: It is in fact responsible

for half of the shift. This study shows that a large Knight shift must not be interpreted as an

experimental evidence of an s-like symmetry of the wave function.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a detailed study of the
Knight shift of the Pb 0~ nuclei resonance in the
semiconducting IV-VI compounds PbSe and PbTe
at low temperature. Both PbSe and PbTe exhibit
very large Knight shifts of Pb~o~ in N- and P-type
materials (1% for 10 carriers) while the shift of
Te remains very small. The shi.fts of Pb are
among the largest shifts per electron known in
nontransition materials. The magnitude of this
shift in N-type material is surprisingly large since
the conduction-band wave function in these materi-
als is of p-like symmetry around lead and it is
generally believed that only s-like electrons give
rise to a large Knight shift. The observation of

. such large shifts in N-type PbSe and PbTe raises
the foQowing question: Should a large Knight shift
still be considered as experimental evidence of the
s-like symmetry of the wave function, or, is it
possible to obtain large Knight shifts with p-like
states' The answer to this question is of practical
importance because the former argument is com-
monly put forward to clarify the nature of the elec-
tronic levels in band-structure theoretical stud-

ies.
Various theoretical attempts have been made to

explain the large Knight shift in PbTe. In fact, the
origin of these shifts has not been quantitatively
understood, even in the case of the s-like valence
band.

The earlier nuclear-magnetic-resonance (NMR)
measurements in the lead salts are those of Wein-
berg and Callaway~ and Weinberg. These authors
studied the temperature dependence of the Pb 0~

NMR in powdered P-type PbTe between 260 and

450 'K. They i.nterpreted as a temperature depen-
dence of the Knight shift what was in fact a tem-
perature dependence of the chemical shift. A

theoretical interpretation of the Weinberg-Calla-
way measurements, mistaken for a Knight shift,
was given by Bailey in terms of relativistic aug-
mented plane waves. His theoretical expression
of Knight shift is incorrect because he ignored
Yafet's treatment~2 of the hyperfine coupling show-

ing that the contact interaction is not modified by
the crystal potential. Lee and co-workers 3 have
made NMR measurements on Pb~~ in PbSe. Their
results are discussed in Ref. 10, where it is
shown that their theoretical interpretation is
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erroneous. Sapoval studied the Knight shift in
single crystals of P typ-e PbTe at helium tempera-
tures by using helicon waves to excite the nuclei in
the bulk of single crystals. ' He measured the
variation of the resonance field of the Pb ~ nuclei
as a function of the carrier concentration. This
was the first experimental result which could be
interpreted unambiguously as a Knight shift. He
gave a simplified theoretical expression for the
contact Knight shift, ignoring the spinor charac-
ter of the electronic wave function. Senturia and
co-workers made a careful study of the Knight
shift in P-type PbTe asafunctionofbothtempera-
ture and concentration~a; they gave a more com-
prehensive expression of the contact Knight shift
by taking into account the spinor character of the
wave function. Following this work, Hewes ' gave
a new expression for the contact Knight shift due
to s-like electrons as well as an expression for the
orbital shift created by p-like electrons. Some of
his results are incorrect because he overlooked the
nontensorial character of the g factor, and did not
take into account the dipolar shift. ~& ~~

It then appears that after the earlier misinter-
pretation of experimental data, the origin of the
Knight shift of Pb~7 in P-type PbTe is understood,
albeit qualitatively. In contrast, no explanation
has been given so far for the observed large shifts
in N type m-aterial.

We show that the theory presented in the preced-
ing paper~~ on the Knight shift in multivalley semi-
conductors gives the first quantitative explanation
of the shift in P-type lead salts (where the wave
function is s-like around the lead nuclei). We also
show that a p-like level can produce a Knight shift
of the same magnitude as that produced by s-like
electrons. This is due first to the relativistic be-
havior of the wave function near the nuclei and sec-
ond to the existence of a dipolar field, even in
cubic crystals, in presence of spin-orbit interac-
tion.

In Sec. II we give a description of the experimen-
tal results in P-type and N-type PbSe and PbTe.

In Secs. III and V we apply the theory of the pre-
ceding paper to the valence and conduction bands
of the lead salts. For this we use the double-group
wave functions adapted to the lead salts band sym-
metry and the numerical results of augmented-plane-
wave (APW) calculationsg "'8

In Sec. IV, we compare the hyperfine structure
in the crystal valence band with the hyperfine
structure in the lead atom. Other possible contri-
butions to the Knight shift, namely, core polariza-
tion, diamagnetic shift, and effects of mixing with
neighboring bands, are discussed in Sec. VI.

In Sec. VH we discuss the shift of Te and give
an explanation for its smallness ' as compared
to the large shift of Pb~o~.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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FIG. 1. Resonance field of Pb as a function of the

carrier concentration in N- and P-type Pbse and PbTe.
All data are scaled to a resonance frequency of 7.5056
MHz. The experiments are performed at 1.3 'K. The
resonance field is temperature independent between 1.3
and 4.2 'K. The data of Sapoval are from Ref. 14 and the
data of Hewes are from Ref. 15. In a parabolic band the
shift should be a linear function of N ~3.

We have performed nuclear magnetic resonance
experiments on Pb~~ nuclei at helium temperature
in bulk single crystals of lead selenide and lead
telluride, using helicon waves. ~ Our experi-
mental results are shown in Fig. 1, together with
previous results of Sapoval 4 and Hewes. ~ Figure
1 represents the variation of the resonance field
of the lead nuclei as a function of N, 3, N, being
the carrier concentration. This concentration is
measured from the helicon dimensional reso-
nances. The coordinate N, has been chosen be-
cause in the case of parabolic bands, one expects
a linear dependence of the resonance field as a
function of N, 3.

For a given compound, the Knight shift curves
of N- and P-type material can be extrapolated to
zero carrier concentration. They extrapolate to
a single field, which is the resonance field of the
Pb nuclei in an insulating crystal. This field con-
stitutes the internal reference, from which the
Knight shift is measured. Such an extrapolation is
not possible in the case of metals, where an extev-
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nal reference has to be chosen. The similarity of
the shifts of both compounds can be seen in Fig. 1:
The reference field is approximately the same.
This shows that the chemical shift is nearly the
same in both compounds. The measured Knight
shift has the same order of magnitude in PbSe and
PbTe, and its sign is the same; negative in P-type
material and positive in N-type material.

A difference of behavior between the two com-
pounds appears at high carrier concentration (N,
~ 10 cm ). For P type -PbTe, the concentration
dependence of the Knight shift differs from N, 3.
This is due to the strong nonparabolic behavior of
the valence band of PbTe. ' 5 The Knight shift
of P-type PbSe presents an apparent parabolic be-
havior though it is well known that the valence
band is also strongly nonparabolic in this materi-
al. This point and the difficulties introduced by
the nonparabolicity are briefly discussed in Sec.
VI.

In these equations, o is twice the true spin S of the
electron, Z is the atomic number of the nucleus
under consideration, ro is the classical radius of
the electron, l is the orbital momentum of the
electron around the nucleus.

In the lead salts, the constant energy surfaces
of the conduction and valence bands are made of
four prolate ellipsoids centered at the I.points of
the Brillouin zone, that is, in the [111]and etluiva-
lent directions. The symmetry of the Hamiltonian
for a particular L point is D3„. For the valley
around Lt (in the [111]direction) we choose coor-
dinate axes x, y, and a along the [1 12], [110], and
[111]directions. Because of the axial symmetry
of the D„group, it is always possible to take g„&
=g,,=g„where g, is the transverse g factor. In-
spection of the coupling coefficients of the D3 group
proves that the components of any axial vector Z

obey the relation 4

H hf oont+ Horb+Hd&y 7

where

(2)

III. KNIGHT SHIFT OF P-TYPE LEAD SALTS

The Knight shift due to the carriers in one val-
ley j is given by~~

&H~=- pap(Ez)[iy. at&~,

-Iffy~,

. I&.'&

+t~jygy2 & +nhI +hf, y I Pnl7&

+ it~. g.p & ~.'I Ifht. * I ~.h &] Hp

where pa is the Bohr magneton; p(Ez) is the den-
sity of states at the Fermi level for one ellipsoid
and for one spin orientation; X&„, X~„and X,, are
the direction cosines of the external magnetic field
Ho with respect to the principal axes of the ellip-
soid; I n„h ) and I p„h & are conjugate states for band
n and wave vector k and constitute a standard ba-
sis; g„q, g,z, and g,3 are the three principal g
factors defined in this standard basis; H„, is the
hyperfine field operator. This hyperfine-field op-
erator is the sum of a "contact, " "orbital, " and
"dipolar" field 7:

This is true in particular for the hyperfine field
Hh~:

&n„„-/a,„/P„„-&=t&n„;/H „/P„;&.
Then Etl. (1) becomes

& Hg = —pa p(E~) [(it,'.+ i,',)a' & ~.;I Hht, . I P.h &

~ggtit & +ith I Hhf, s I +hh &]Hp &

where g„=g,3 is the longitudinal g factor. This is
now summed over the four valleys, that is, the
A&2„, X~z„and X~~, are replaced by their sum over the
four valleys. The total shift 4H is

&8= —+q it p(E ) [2g, (ct„„"~H, „~ P„"&

+g, & n„hi Hhf„ i n„h &] HP . (6)

This shift is isotropic. It is proportional to the
external field Ho and to the density of states at the
Fermi level. In a parabolic band, the density of
states is given by

1
p(E~) = ~2+@, (m~mr) m Et',

H„„=—p, n(r) [t7- r(o r)/r'],
which reduces to

Hcont = 3 pa

for a s-like wave function with

Zro()-2 P( tZ )P t

2 JLLgl
orb 3

(6)

where m~ and m~ are the longitudinal and trans-
verse effective masses, in units of the free-elec-
tron mass m. In the parabolic model, the Fermi
energy is proportional to N, ; the density of
states p(E~) is thus proportional to Nt~h. This ex-
plains our choice of the coordinate N, 3 in Fig. 1.

In order to make a numerical estimate of the ma-
trix elements that appear in Etl. (6), it is neces-
sary to know the electronic wave function I n„„-).
We use the functions derived by Mitchell and Wall-
is~' using a parametrized k ~ p treatment of the band
structure of the lead salts in a six-band model.
The expression of the valence-band wave function
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TABLE I. Integrated charge densities in the APW
sphere around lead in PbSe and PbTe. The integrated
densities of the s, p, d, and f components of the wave
functions are given for the single-group states at point
L: X~; Z; R and Z~. The dots indicate that the cor-
responding quantities are not given in the literature.

Integrated charge densities
Single-group Basis

representation function s

0 0 337 0

0.379 0 ~ ~ ~ 0

PbTe

0.555 0

0.309 0

0.006

0.018

p+
3

0.365 0 0.025 0

0.060 0

around the lead nuclei is given by these authors
in terms of the basis functions g and Z = 2-
x(Z„+iZ„) of the single-group representations F»
and I 3, respectively. 4 These functions are even.
The function R is invariant under the transforma-
tions of the group. The functions Z„and Z„ trans-
form like x and y except that they do not change
sign under the inversion, Around a lead nucleus,
the function 8 is a superposition of s, d, and higher
orbitals and the functions Z, are superposition of
d and higher orbitals. The contribution of each of
these orbitals has been calculated for PbTe by Conk-
lin et al. and for PbSe by Rabii by an AP%
method. They give the value of integrated charge
density for each orbital in an APW' sphere sur-
rounding a lead nucleus. Their results are sum-
marized in Table I.

The function R appears to be mainly s-like
around lead (the remaining part of R, besides a
plane wave region between the nuclei, is p- and f-
like around the anion). The functions Z, or Z are
mainly located around the anion (Se or Te) where
their character is p like, while they are d like
around lead but with a weak density. Theory and
experiment~' 6 have shown that around the lead nu-
clei, the valence-band wave function is at the band
edge a F~ state, which we denote I'4 (I",) because
it reduces tq l

& in the absence of spin-orbit inter-
action. According to our phase conventions, the
expressions for the states I n„;) and I P„„-)are"

I ~.'& = «s8'R I+ &
—i sin8'Z.

I

describing the admixture of the I'4 (F~) level in the
I'4 (F») level due to the spin-orbit interaction. The
values of cos8' and sin8' have been evaluated by
Bernick and Kleinman5 using a pseudopotential cal-
culation and are given in Table II. The valence-
band wave function has a dominant s character
around the lead nuclei because the d character of
R and Z, is small (Table I} and because the value
of cos8' is close to unity (Table II).

The Knight shift is thus mainly due to the con-
tact interaction of the lead nuclei with the s holes.
From Eqs. (2), (3}, and (8), the vah»e of the rela-
tive shift Z" „=r».H/Ho due to the valence band is

&",.» =4'. esp. (&» )(cos'8') (RI &(r) IR&3(g"„+2g").
(I)

Equation (V) contains a valence equivalent g factor
g"„=—,'(g,", +2g",). The Knight shift due to s-like
carriers provides the sign of g"„. Expression (7)
also enables us to obtain the "density of probabil-
ity" of the carriers near the Pb nuclei. : (cos 8')
x(RI &(r) I R&/4v. This density of probability is
the relativistic equivalent of the electronic prob-
ability of presence at the nuclear site I g(0) ls which
is found in the classical expression for the Knight
shift. + In order to obtain from our measurements
the value of this density of probability, values for
the effective masses and the g factors have to be
chosen from the published experimental data. 2~ 35

These values are listed in Table III. Owing to the
dispersion of the results obtained through various
methods some values of the g factors might be sub-
mitted to corrections of the order of 20%. Using
these values, one can deduce from the measure-
ments reported in Fig. 1 the value of the density of
probability. The interesting quantity, whi. ch can
be compared with an atomic system, is in fact the
value of this density of probability, renormalized
in the volume 0 of a primitive cell

d„= (cos'8') (RI n(r) I R&/4wfl .
The value of this volume is 5.84&10 3 cm3 for
PbSe and 6.81 ~10 33 cm for PbTe. The value of
d„ that we deduce from the Knight-shift measure-
ments is

d„(PbSe) =2.79x10 s cm 3,

d„(PbTe) = 2. 82 x 102' cm-s .

TABLE II. Spin-orbit mixing coefficients for PbSe
and PbTe. These values are theoretical values from
Ref. 5.

I
p„f&=cos8'RI —) —isin8'Z I+) .

In these, expressions the states I+) and I
—) are

standard eigenstates of the spin component S, in
the z direction, and cos8' is a mixing parameter,

PbSe

cosa'= 0.978
sin 8'= —0.204

PbTe
costII'= 0.990
sin8'= —0.138
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TABLE III. The effective masses and g factors for
PbSe and PbTe. The signs of the g factors are not known
from the experiments. They are determined by a k p
calculation similar to that given in Ref. 15, and using
the phase convention (tB,ef. 16) bebveen the conjugate
states I e„y} and ) P„z}. These experimental data, unless
noted othenvise, are from Ref. 23.

Pb8e

0.068 + 0.015

0.034 + 0.007

PbTe

0.31 + 0.05

0.022+ 0.003

—16.1+ 1.7"

0.07 + 0.015

0.040+ 0.008

-16.6+ 1.1"

-19.6
0.24+ 0.05

0.024+ 0.003

57.5+ 2

—15 + 1

Reference 35. 'Reference 34. Deference 32.

We now compare our results to the theories of
the valence band. For PbTe, Bailey gives the re-
sults of an AP% calculation of the band-edge wave
function around lead. He finds that, inside the
APW sphere, the wave function is a 6s lead atomic
wave function, apart from a renormalization fac-
tor. If this is true, the ratio d„(PbTe)/d(Pb) is
exactly equal to this renormalization factor.
Bailey's value for this is 0.64, which is to be corn
pared with our measured value d„(PbTe)/
cos 8' d(Pb) = 0.VO. The agreement is very good.
However the integrated charge density obtained
from Bailey's data (0.64) differs by a factor of
about 2 from the value 0.365 calculated by Conklin
et a/. This discrepancy, which is of fundamental
importance here, is not discussed in Bailey's pa-
per.

For PbSe there is no work comparable to

For comparison, we give in Table Dt the value of
the density of probabihty of a 6s&&a electron in
atomic lead d (Pb) = (6sq&a l&(r)16sq~a). The values
of Desclaux3~ are theoretical values. Note that the
density of probability varies very little between Pb,
Pb', and Pb '. The value from Ref. 39 is obtained
from the hyperfxne sphttsng of the ESB line of Pb '
in Th03. All these xesults are close together.
Taking, the value 4. 15~102 cm 3 corresponding to
a lead atom, we have

d„(PbSe) d, (PbTe}
d(») d(»)

These experimental results show that the electron
density near the lead nuclei looks very much the
same in the valence bands of PbSe and PbTe.

IV. DENSITY OF PROBABILITY AROUND LEAD

Bailey' s. Following Bailey's APW calculation for
PbTe, we assume that the wave function is similar
around lead to a 68 lead atomic eave function with
a renormalization factor. The Gg state is almost
entirely contained in the APW sphere so that the
ratio d„(PbSe)/d(Pb) is equal to the integrated
charge density of the s component of the wave func-
tion. For this charge density, Rabii a gives the
value 0.379. %e measure 0.6V.

The above development shows that the values of
the hyperf inc-coupling constants predicted from
AP% calculations are in agreement with the value
we determine from experiment. This agreement
is very good for PbTe and within a factor of 2 for
PbSe.

TABLE IV. Density of probability d(Pb) of 6s»2 elec-
trons in Pb, Pb', Pb', Pb+, and mean value of w+,
(t'(r) lr )f(~)), computed with the radial part f(~) of the

6pq~2 wave function of Pb and Pb'. All these values are
given in units of 10 cm 3. The data of Ref. 37 are theo-
retical values and those of Refs. 38 and 39 are experi-
mental values.

d(pb)

4.15

50 R

I
4.92'

2.17

2.73a

'Reference 37. Reference 38. Reference 39.

V. KNIGHT SHIFT IN N-TYPE LEAD SALTS

Around the lead nuclei, the single-group basis
states of the conduction band are Z and X, = 2 ~ a (X
+ iY). These functions are odd and constitute a ba-
sis, respectively, for the I'3 and I'3 representa-
tions. The results of the AP% calculations show
that they are mainly p like around lead. ~ 3 For
atoms, it is well known that the hyperfine-coupling
constant of a p»3 state is appreciably greater than
the hyperfine-coupling constant of a p»2 state. For
instance, the ratio of the p&&& constant to the p3&z
constant is equal to 3 for Bi4' and 200 for Tl, 40

these species being the two neighbors of lead in the
periodic chart. The large Knight shift exhibited by
the Ã-type lead salts leads us to assume that the
conduction-band wave function has a dominant pq~~
behavior around lead. This assertion must be con-
sidered here as a working hypothesis; it will be
confirmed by the fact that a p3&3 behavior is not
consistent with the magnitude of the measuxed
shift.

The double-group basis states at the edge of the
conduction band belong to the F4 representation;
they are, 5 with our phase conventions,
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I ne &
= a(cose zl+ ) —sine X,I

-&),

I p, &
= a(cose Zl - )+ sine X I+)),

where cos8 is a mixing parameter that charac-
terizes the mixing of the I"3 and F3 states due to
the spin-orbit interaction. The above states are in
fact the basis states of the ra (r,) representation
when Icos8 I & lsin8 ). In the opposite situation
(I sine I & I cose I), they would be the basis states
of the ra (ra) representation, but a rephasing would
then be necessary to be consistent with our phase
convention. The important point is that these
states, whether I'4 (I'a) or 1 a (I'a), are assumed to
possess a strong pz&2 character around the lead
nuclei. They must then exhibit the same angular
dependence as the p&&3 central field spinors:

~s/a = -~aya I+ &+~sya I
—&,

&i/'= idyll —
&

—&yi'I+ &,

where yz and yz are the usual spherical harmon-
ics. This implies that the value of tsin8 l is not
close to 0 or 1 and that the product sin8 cos8 is
negative. Thi.s sign is opposite to the sign given by
Bernick and Kleinman in the case of PbSe. ' How-
ever a negative sign of the product sin8-cos8 is
essential to explain the large experimental shift.

The expression of the Knight shift can now be de-

terminedd

using the p«a component of I n, ) and

I P, &. These functions can be written

I o. &
= —al eb'af(r) &+

I &.~.&, ()
P&- lake a/f(r)&+~&I&M. &

The function f(r) is given by the angular integral

f(r)= J ', cos-e f-d~Z(r)y J ', sin—e f-d~~, (r)ya

and represents the radial pz» component of the
doublet; the function I NM, & is a state (orthogonal
to pa/a) which give a negligible contribution to the
hyyerfine structure, ' 8 is the inversion operator and
K is the time reversal operator. ~e 43 The hyper-
fine coupling of the pz&& electrons is characterized
by an important property: These electrons are
coupled to the nuclei not only through the orbital
interaction, as is the case in a standard calcula-
tion, but also through the dipole and contact inter-
actions. The dipole interaction is indeed zero in
cubic geometry if the spin-orbit coupling is ne-
glected, but it is got when the spin orbit is taken
into account. The relative Knight shift is the
sum of three different contributions K'„~, K~«,
and K'„„, where K'„„and K«, are the orbital and
dlpolar terms and are given from Egs. (4)—(6)
and (6), by

E„a= K q)
= $g P,aP (E»)

a(g'„- g', )(f(r)lr 'lf(r)) . (9)

The contact term IP „is given, from Eqs. (2),
(2), (6), and (6), by

&ant = a gepapc(E»)

where

"l(g'-2g:)(f( ) l«~) lf( )) (10)

(f(r)l p(r)lf(r)) =f, f*(r)P(r)f(r) r dr.
Equations (9) and (10) involve an eciuivalent g fac-
tor g ~ a(gt 2g ) that must not be confused with
the equivalent valence-band g factor g"„=—,'(g"„
+2g",). Two important aspects must be emphasized
about these results:

(i) The contact Knight shift K',„ is smaller than
the orbital and the dipolar Knight shift. It is rea-
sonable to think that the ratio

is approximately the same in PbSe and. in.PbTe.
An order of magnitude of this ratio can b0 eval-
uated using for f(r) the large component of the 6p~/a
relativistic wave function computed by Desclaux3~
for atomic lead (see Table IV):

(6Pf/aI +(r) I 6&X/a) 6 6 XI0-a
4(6&a/a I r I 6pg/a)

This comparison shows that the large Knight shift
created by p&&& electrons does not arise from the
contact interaction. The contact term IEq. (10)]
is neglected in the following.

(ii) A straightforward calculation shows that if
the conduction band were mainly ps&3 instead of
p, /a, the factor -', (g'„—2g', ) in Eg. (9) should be
replaced by $(g'„+4gf). The values of the conduc-
tion-band g factors given in Table m enable one to
compare these two cases. Using these values, we
have —,'(g'„-2g', ) =20 for Pbse and 29 for PbTe, .

whereas
fia (g'„+4gg is much smaller for both Pbse

and PbTe. Thus, the Knight shift created by pe&2
electrons is much smallex than that created by

p„, electrons, simply because of a numerical ef-
fect of the g factors. Since the hyperfine intt;ra/c-
tion, i.e. , the expectation value of y -3, is also
smaller in the p3&~ state than in the pe&3 state, the
possiblity that the conduction-band wave function
is mainly ps&3 must be ruled out. To summarize:
The contact Knight shrift is gegligiblt: and the con-
duction-band Knight shift X' reduces to

K =K +K

=V g.pap. (E») '(g'-2g:)(f(r) Ir If(r)) . -
(»II)

Using this expression and the experimental data of
Fig. 1, we can deduce the expectation value of y 3
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in the pz&~ radial crystal wave function. With the
values of band parameters of Table III this expec-
tation value, renormalized in the primitive cell,
is equal to 5. 3~10 cm-3 for PbSe and to 2.9x10
cm 3 for PbTe. The ratio g of the expectation val-
ue of y-3 measured in the crystal to that calculated
in the Pb atomic wave function (see Table IV) is

q = 2.4 (PbSe)

=1.3 (PbTe) .
For the Pb' atomic wave function, this ratio is

q=I. Q (PbSe}

=1.1 (PbTe) .
In the case of the lead salts the ratio of orbital

and dipolar Knight shift in the conduction band to
the contact Knight shift in the valence band can be
put in a very simple form: As the band parameters
(effective masses and g factors) have approximate-
ly the same absolute value in the valence band and
in the conduction band, one can write for a given
Fermi energy

p, (E )=p„(E ),

lg,.+ 2g'. I
= Ig,.—2g,.I

.
Using Eqs. (7) and (11), we find that the ratio of
the orbital and dipolar Knight shift to the contact
Knight shift is (taking cosine'= 1)

(Ko b+ Keg')/& o ~ =4(f(r) Ir If(r))/«~ «r) I» .
This expression is formally analogous to the ratio
of the hyperfine-coupling constants for p&&2 and
s-like electrons in atoms '. It only involves the
ratio of the hyperfine parameters (f(r) I r S

I f(r))
and (Rl &(r) IR).

VI. OTHER POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNIGHT SHIFT

Besides the hyperfine interaction studied in the
preceding sections, several other possible mecha-
nisms should be examined, namely, (i) the ex-
change core polarization, (ii) the electron diamag-
netism, and (iii) the mixing of neighboring levels
due to the k ~ p interaction.

(i) The core polarization is due to the exchange
. coupling between the spin of the carriers and the
spin of inner core electrons. This coupling results
in a modification of the hyperfine interaction be-
tween carriers and nuclei. There is no calculation
of this effect in the lead salts and there is g priori
no reason to neglect the contribution of the ex-
change core polarization to the hyperfine structure.

However, the work of Tterlikkis, Mahanti, and

Das indicates that this effect is weak in metallic
lead. The core polarization is an intra-atomic
phenomenon and we think that its effect should also
be small for lead in PbSe and PbTe. We can ob-

tain another indication on the magnitude of this ef-
fect from the work of Desclaux on the hyperfine
structure of heavy alkali atoms. 4~ Desclaux has
compared the hyperfine structure calculated with
restricted and unrestricted Dirac-Hartree- Fock
wave functions. For cesium and francium he found
that the core polarization effect enhances the hy-
perfine structure of 2S states by about 20%. In our
case, the core polarization effects could be of
similar magnitude.

(ii) The electron diamagnetism, which is a con-
sequence of the orbital motion of the carriers in
the magnetic field, gives rise to a diamagnetic
Knight shift. The ratio of this shift to the contact
shift studied in Sec. III is approximately given, in
the case of the valence band, 4~ by

(m/m*)'
3 —,'(g„+2g,) (cos'8')( R I &(r) i R) 0

This quantity is equal to 10 ~ for PbSe and PbTe
and leads to a negligible diamagnetic shift.

(iii) Our calculation of the Knight shift involved
band-edge wave functions. In fact, the carriers
responsible for the shift have finite wave vectors
k (with k referred to an L point). In particular,
because of the k ~ p interaction, the conduction-band
states are no longer pure odd (p, f) states, but ad-
mix a small s component from the valence band. ~
This s character which appears in the conduction
band corresponds to a nonzero density of probabil-
ity around the lead nuclei, and gives rise to a con-
tact Knight shift. The k ~ p perturbation theory
shows that the value of this density of probability
is smaller than the valence-band-edge value by a
factor Er/Ec, where Eo is the energy gap. Since
E~ goes like N, , the related Knight shift is pro-
portional to the total number N, of carriers, and
not to N,'~3. As appears on Fig. 1, the Knight shift
in the N-type lead salts exhibits a linear depen-
dence as a function of N,'~~. Also the ratio Er /Eo
is too small to account for the magnitude of the
shift in samples with low carrier concentration.
This result can be transposed to the case of the
Knight shift in the valence band. In this band, the
k ~ p interaction admixes the p-like conduction
states with the s-like valence states. This p-like
character gives rise to orbital and dipolar Knight
shifts which are also much smaller than the con-
tact Knight shift. The effect on the Knight shift of
the admixture of neighboring bands is thus negligi-
ble, as long as we limit ourselves to a low carrier
concentration (P, =10 8 cm ~). For higher concen-
trations this effect should be taken into account.
The resulting modification of the hyperfine struc-
ture is one of the causes of a nonparabolic behav-
ior of the Knight shift (deviation from the N, ~~ de-
pendence). In fact, at high concentration the prob-
lem is much more involved. First, the hyperfine-
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coupling constant is actually a function of a wave
vector k. Second, one should sum the contribution
to the Knight shift of the different points of the ac-
tual Fermi surface which is nonellipsoidal.

For these three reasons we believe that the pre-
vious attempts to interpret the nonparaboli. c behav-
ior of the Knight shift in P-type PbTe are over-
simplified. The apparent parabolic behavior of
the Knight shift in PbSe must be due to a compen-
sRtion of various nonpRrRbolic effects

VII. KNIGHT SHIFT OF TELLURIUM IN PbTe

We have shown in Sec. V that p-like electrons
can give rise to R lRx'ge Knight shIft compRrRble
to the shift created by s-like electrons. The ex-
ample of the shift of Te 5 in N-type PbTe, 9'0'~'

which is about 20 times smaller than that of Pb~~,
shows clearly that consideration of the symmetry
of the wave function around the nucleus is quite in-
sufficient to foresee even an order of magnitude of
the Knight shift. The atomic hyperfine-coupling
constants of Pb and Te are of the same order of
magnitude'~ and only a detailed analysis of the com-
binations of the g factors arising in our theory can
explain this apparent anomaly.

Since the conduction band is 8-like around the
tellurium site, the contact shift is the dominant
term; it contains the term (g'„+2g', ), the value of
which is 27. 5+4, whereas for lead, the orbital
and dipolar shift contains the term (g'„—2g', ) with
a value of 87. 5+4 (see Table III). Furthermore,
the conduction-band wave function is mainly located
around the lead site and in the plane-wave region
between atoms (in an APW model) so that a conduc-
tion electron spends only 12.4% of its time in the
tellurium APW sphere. These two reasons explain
the smallness of the observed shift of T8I~5 in N-
type PbTe.

In P-type PbTe, the influence of the g factors is
even larger: In the valence band the value of the
quantity (g"„-2g,") is 8+ 5, whereas the value of the
correct combination for lead (g"„+2g,") is 88+ 5.

These qualitative arguments do not pretend to ex-
plain the exact values of the Knight shift of Te
in N or P-type -PbTe but they justify its smallness
and illustrate the necessity of the theory developed

in the present paper to understand this apparent
contradiction.

VIII. CONCLUSION

%'e have px'esented a detailed account of the very
large Knight shifts of Pb™observed in the lead
salts. In the present knowledge of the band struc-
ture, our theory and experimental results are in
quantitative agreement for the valence band and in
semiquantitative agreement for the conduction
band (within a factor of 2). To obtain a better
agreement, we would need a more precise knowl-
edge of the values of the band parameters such as
effective masses and g factors, Rnd a direct com-
putation of the conduction bRnd WRve function near
the lead nuclei.

The study of the lead salts shows that in materi-
als with large atomic numbex, the relativistic ef-
fects play an important role for the hyperfine struc-
ture. This is also the case of the dipolar field,
which is larger even in cubic crystalsy becRuse of
the spin-orbit interaction. As exemplified by the
study of the shift of Pb2~ Rnd T8~25 in both &- Rnd

P-type PbTe, depending on the various contribu-
tions to the hyperfine interaction, the Knight shifts
involve different linear combination of the g fac-
tors. This has a profound effect on the magnitude
of the shifts.

Finally, we have explained why p-like levels
can create very large Knight shifts. Consequently
a large shift must not be taken as experj. mental
evidence of the 8-like character of the wave function.
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